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Dear Committee Members 
  
Thank you for the opportunity to respond to your call for evidence. PLOS has been at the forefront of 
experimenting with and advocating for new modes of research assessment for a decade. Recent 
developments such as DORA and your own enquiry suggest that the time is appropriate for a 
substantial consideration of our approaches and tools for research assessment. 
 
Our ability to track the use of research through online interactions has increased at an unprecedented 
rate providing new forms of data that might be used to inform resource allocation. At the same time 
the research community has profound misgivings, as demonstrated by submissions to your enquiry by 
e.g. David Colquhoun1 or by Meera Sabaratnam and Paul Kirby2 with the “metrication” of research 
evaluation (although see also a response by Steve Fuller3). These disparate strands do not however 
need to be in direct opposition. 
  
As a research community we are experienced with working with imperfect and limited evidence. 
Neither extreme uncritical adoption of data, nor wholesale rejection of potentially useful evidence 
should be countenanced. Rather we should use all the critical faculties that we bring to research itself 
to gather and critique evidence that is relevant to the question at hand. We would argue that 
determining the usefulness of any given indicator or proxy, whether qualitative or quantitative 
depends on the question or decision at hand. 
  
In establishing the value of any given indicator or proxy for assisting in answering a specific question 
we should therefore bring a critical scholarly perspective to the quality of data, the appropriateness of 
any analysis framework or model as well as to how the question is framed. Such considerations may 
draw on approaches from the quantitative sciences, social sciences or the humanities or ideally a 
combination of all of them. And in doing so they must adhere to scholarly standards of transparency 
and data availability. 
  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
!David!Colquhoun,!“Should!Metrics!Be!Used!to!Assess!Research!Performance?!A!Submission!to!HEFCE,”!DC’s%
Improbably%Science,!June!18,!2014,!http://www.dcscience.net/?p=6636.!
2
!Meera!Sabaratnam!and!Paul!Kirby,!“Why!Metrics!Cannot!Measure!Research!Quality:!A!Response!to!the!

HEFCE!Consultation,”!The%Disorder%Of%Things,!June!24,!2014,!http://thedisorderofthings.com/2014/06/16/why[

metrics[cannot[measure[research[quality[a[response[to[the[hefce[consultation/.!
3
!Steve!Fuller,!“Is!the!Fear!of!Metrics!Symptomatic!of!a!Deeper!Malaise?!On!Fiefdoms!and!Scapegoats!of!the!

Academic!Community.,”!Impact%of%Social%Sciences,!June!25,!2014,!
http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactofsocialsciences/2014/06/25/fear[of[metrics[hefce[fiefdoms/.!
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In summary, therefore, we will argue in answers to the questions you pose that there are many new 
(and old) sources of data that will be valuable in providing quantitative and qualitative evidence in 
supporting evaluative and resource allocation decisions associated with research assessment. The 
application of this data and its analysis to date has been both naive and limited by issues of access to 
underlying data and proprietary control. To enable a rich critical analysis requires that we work to 
ensure that data is openly available, that its analysis is transparent and reproducible, and that its 
production and use is subject to full scholarly critique. 
 
Yours truly, 
 
 
 
Cameron Neylon 
Advocacy Director 
PLOS 
 

%

%

Summary%of%Submission%
1. The increasing availability of data on the use and impact of research outputs as a result of the 

movement of scholarship online offers an unprecedented opportunity to support evidence-
based decision-making in research resource allocation decisions. 

2. The use of quantitative or metrics-based assessment across the whole research enterprise (e.g. 
in a future REF) is premature, because both our access to data and our understanding of its 
quality and the tools for its analysis are limited. In addition, it is unclear whether any unique 
quality of research influence or impact is sufficiently general to be measured. 

3. To support the improvement of data quality, sophisticated and appropriate analysis and 
scholarly critique of the analysis and application of data, it is crucial that the underlying usage 
data used to support decision making be open. 

4. To gain acceptance of the use of this evidence in resource allocation decisions, it is crucial 
that the various stakeholder communities be engaged in a discussion of the quality, analysis 
and application of such data. Such a discussion must be underpinned by transparent 
approaches and systems that support the community engagement that will lead to trust.  

5. HEFCE should take a global leadership position in supporting the creation of a future data 
and analysis environment in which a wide range of indicators acting as proxies for many 
diverse forms of research impact (in its broadest sense) are openly available for community 
analysis, use and critique. HEFCE is well placed, alongside other key stakeholders to support 
pilots and community development towards trusted community observatories of the research 
enterprise. 

!

! %
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Questions %

A.%%%%Identifying%useful%metrics%for%research%assessment:%

1.))What)empirical)evidence)(qualitative)or)quantitative))is)needed)for)the)evaluation)of)research,)

research)outputs)and)career)decisions?)

 
• The value, usefulness and relevance of research and its outputs cannot be judged on any 

single quantitative scale. 
• The evidence required to support specific decisions will depend on the nature of the decision 

being made. 
• The committee should emphasise the importance of defining and addressing strategic 

questions and the use of appropriate evidence to support answering them. 
• An increasing range of data is already available to support decisions on research resource 

allocation and research evaluation. 
• The data and evidence used to support decisions on the allocation of public funding should be 

openly available, its analysis transparent and its use subject to scholarly critique. 
  
In an ideal world there would be a consistent and rigorous way to evaluate research and researchers so 
as to assign resources fairly. However impact or value is not a single quantifiable concept4. In 
deciding between candidates for a research role the crucial question is the value that the candidates 
bring to the role. In deciding on funding allocations the core question is how different applications are 
expected to deliver on the aims of the funding program.   
  
There is a danger in asking what evidence is needed, because delivering that evidence will become the 
de facto goal of our research enterprise. More appropriate is to emphasise the importance of clearly 
defining the question the question that is being asked in any strategic decision making process. 
Defining the question clearly is a required first step prior to gathering of high quality and relevant 
evidence and is crucial for the principled use of that evidence to support decision making. 
  
The movement of scholarly communications online is making an increasing range of data available 
that could be used to support strategic decision making. This data is being collected and in some cases 
used in research evaluation but its effective use is in its infancy. For these new sources of evidence to 
be effectively used it is critical that these data be a community resource, that is not controlled by 
proprietary third parties, and that the analysis is subject to scholarly critique. It is only through 
engaging the community in the gathering, use and critique of evidence, and in building up best 
practice that the full value of these new data sources can be brought to bear on our key strategic 
decisions. HEFCE has an opportunity to extend its current leadership in this area by supporting pilots 
towards developing the community systems that could support an observatory of the research 
enterprise. 
! )

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4
!Adam!Eyre[Walker!and!Nina!Stoletzki,!“The!Assessment!of!Science:!The!Relative!Merits!of!Post[Publication!

Review,!the!Impact!Factor!and!the!Number!of!Citations.,”!PLOS%Biology,!2013.!
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2.))What)metric)indicators)are)currently)useful)for)the)assessment)of)research)outputs,)research)

impacts)and)research)environments?)

!

• The field of metrics has emerged rapidly and their role as indicators in research evaluation is 
poorly understood. The work of this committee will be valuable in providing an up-to-date 
review of how metrics are being used for assessment. 

• There are examples of the use of metrics and social media to point to the wider impact of 
research or researchers and examples of the use of multiple indicators to identify use and 
interest of different audiences and different pathways to impact (examples below). 

• Appropriate standards are needed to ensure the consistent collation and aggregation of all 
metrics, including citations, between publishers or across platforms, and that there are 
appropriate audits by data steward bodies. 

• Data on the utility of the existing system of research evaluation, including the current 
Research Excellence Framework, should be made available and subject to independent 
analysis to support an informed debate on the usefulness of the full range of approaches to 
research assessment. 

• HEFCE has an opportunity to ensure that the relevant data are openly available and to provide 
funding and incentives for independent researchers to analyse the validity and utility of 
metrics as indicators. 

 
Much of the research and analyses of metrics is still largely descriptive and their role in assessment 
anecdotal. This is understandable given their recent development. Metrics in association with social 
media are also an emergent property of platforms and services whose original intention was generally 
not as a service for the scholarly communication industry. The focus on the utility of different metrics 
also varies. Twitter was rapidly recognised as a signal of public or political engagement, but there is 
far less recognition of the potential of facebook as a data source for scholarly research5. 
  
Despite these caveats, metrics are already providing valuable insights into the influence of research.  
They are being collected by a range of different publishers and platforms6 (e.g. PLOS7, figshare8 or 
SpringerOpen9) and displayed alongside an article or other output to demonstrate its reuse and impact 
beyond the information provided by citation counts or its association with a particular journal.   
  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5
!Martin!Fenner!and!Jennifer!Lin,!“The!Mystery!of!the!Missing!ALM,”!PLOS%Tech,!accessed!June!14,!2014,!
http://blogs.plos.org/tech/facebook/.!
6
!“Momentum!for!Article[Level!Metrics:!New!Uses!|!PLOS,”!Plos.org,!June!100AD,!
http://www.plos.org/momentum[for[article[level[metrics[new[uses/.!
7
!Liz!Allen,!“Providing!Context!to!Article[Level!Metrics,”!The%Official%PLOS%Blog,!May!7,!2013,!

http://blogs.plos.org/plos/2013/05/providing[context[to[article[level[metrics/;!Liz!Allen,!“Announcing!ALM!

Reports![!a!New!Tool!for!Analyzing!Article!Impact,”!The%Official%PLOS%Blog,!accessed!January!20,!2014,!
http://blogs.plos.org/plos/2013/06/announcing[alm[reports[a[new[tool[for[analyzing[article[impact/;!Martin!

Fenner,!“What!Can!Article[Level!Metrics!Do!for!You?,”!PLoS%Biol!11,!no.!10!(October!22,!2013):!e1001687,!
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1001687;!Jennifer!Lin!and!Martin!Fenner,!“Altmetrics!in!Evolution:!Defining!and!

Redefining!the!Ontology!of!Article[Level!Metrics,”!Information%Standards%Quarterly!25,!no.!2!(2013),!
doi:10.3789/isqv25no2.2013.04.!
8
!“Figshare![!Credit!for!All!Your!Research,”!accessed!June!12,!2013,!http://figshare.com/.!

9
!“SpringerOpen!|!3.!What!Article!Metrics!Do!SpringerOpen!Journals!Provide?,”!accessed!June!20,!2014,!

http://www.springeropen.com/about/articlemetrics/provide.!
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There is some evidence that different article-level metrics reflects engagement by different groups of 
end-users (although care has to be taken in assigning usage to any one group10).  For example, the 
number of times a paper is downloaded or tweeted can reflect public engagement with the literature 
whereas bookmarking in Mendeley may reflect interest within the scholarly community. Services 
such as Impact Story11 and Altmetric.com12 aggregate metrics in different ways to showcase different 
forms of usage and these services have already been taken up by academics as evidence of the impact 
of their research when successfully applying for tenure (e.g.13). 
  
Compared with citation data, counts of metrics, such as the number of downloads or tweets, can 
provide an indication of interest more rapidly. Social media also makes it possible to directly track 
who is interested and what their context is. This can trace a path from a paper or output directly to end 
users (for example a paper on domestic violence in South Africa14 being commented on twitter by a 
women’s crisis centre15) or rapidly identify problems with a paper after publication (such as the paper 
in Science that became known by its twitter hashtag #arseniclife16, or the more recent online 
discussions over the STAP cell method in Nature17. Waiting for a ‘peer-reviewed’ critique via formal 
publication can take months or even years, while the citations accrued by the paper in the interim may 
provide no indication of problems. 
  
What these examples demonstrate is that any metric can be useful within a certain context. All 
indicators in current evaluation systems (including the marks given within the REF itself) can have 
value in deciding specific questions and be misleading in addressing others. The risk with focussing 
on a small set of indicators, or any single aggregate measure, is that they are used in inappropriate 
contexts. The idea of a single quantitative scale is clearly appealing offering apparent consistency, 
fairness and comparability across different contexts. However any such an approach will lead to 
erroneous rankings recreating the perverse incentives that already exist driven by the focus on journal 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10
!Lin!and!Fenner,!“Altmetrics!in!Evolution.”!

11
!“ImpactStory:!Tell!the!Full!Story!of!Your!Research!Impact,”!accessed!February!7,!2013,!

http://impactstory.org/.!
12
!Euan!Adie!and!William!Roe,!“Altmetric:!Enriching!Scholarly!Content!with!Article[Level!Discussion!and!

Metrics,”!Learned%Publishing!26,!no.!1!(January!1,!2013):!11–17,!doi:10.1087/20130103.!
13
!Roberta!Kwok,!“Research!Impact:!Altmetrics!Make!Their!Mark,”!Nature!500,!no.!7463!(August!21,!2013):!

491–93,!doi:10.1038/nj7463[491a.!
14
!Rachel!Jewkes!et!al.,!“The!Relationship!between!Intimate!Partner!Violence,!Rape!and!HIV!amongst!South!

African!Men:!A!Cross[Sectional!Study,”!PLoS%ONE!6,!no.!9!(September!14,!2011):!e24256,!

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0024256.!
15
!@Shukumisa,!“@lizleloots!a!Really!Important!Study,!We!Have!Linked!to!It!on!Our!Site!

http://www.plosone.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0024256!…,”!microblog,!Shukumisa,!
(October!20,!2011),!https://twitter.com/Shukumisa/status/126942316136103936.!
16
!Carl!Zimmer,!“The!Discovery!of!Arsenic[Based!Twitter,”!Slate,!May!27,!2011,!

http://www.slate.com/articles/health_and_science/science/2011/05/the_discovery_of_arsenicbased_twitter.

html;!Carl!Zimmer,!“Did!Rosie!Redfield!Just!Refute!#arseniclife!on!Her!Blog?,”!|%The%Loom%|%Discover%Magazine,!
accessed!December!26,!2011,!http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/loom/2011/08/02/did[rosie[redfield[just[

refute[arseniclife[on[her[blog/;!“Arsenic!Life :!The!Loom,”!accessed!June!19,!2014,!

http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/loom/category/arsenic[life/#.U6LkhYWtLrs.!
17
!Paul!Knoepfler,!“Editorial:!Past!Time!for!Nature!to!Retract!STAP!Cell!Papers!&!Open!Up!On!Review!

Problems,”!Knoepfler%Lab%Stem%Cell%Blog,!accessed!June!19,!2014,!http://www.ipscell.com/2014/05/editorial[

past[time[for[nature[to[retract[stap[cell[papers[open[up[on[review[problems/;!“Stimulus[Triggered!Fate!

Conversion!of!Somatic!Cells!into!Pluripotency,”!PubPeer,!accessed!June!19,!2014,!
https://pubpeer.com/publications/24476887.!
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prestige. By contrast a focus on the gathering of evidence from a range of sources will encourage the 
selection of the right data to support answering a specific question or making a specific decision. 
 
The challenge in gathering a wide range of evidence and data is consistency across data sources. 
Metrics, including citations, vary substantially between different data providers, and are not 
associated with persistent identifiers or standard exchange formats to facilitate data gathering. Nor is 
their collection transparent or auditable. Ensuring that the data are openly available for analysis by the 
community will help minimise such biases or at least make them more transparent. HEFCE can take a 
leadership position by encouraging the consistent, auditable and transparent collection of data. 
HEFCE should work to ensure that data about metrics, including citations, are openly available for 
analyses by independent researchers. HEFCE could also play a key role in supporting the 
development of consistent community standards for data collection, collation and analysis across 
different platforms (for example those being developed by NISO18).   

3.))What)new)metrics,)not)readily)available)currently,)might)be)useful)in)the)future?)

 
HEFCE is in a unique position to identify the characteristics of useful metrics associated with research 
assessment rather than specifying new metrics per se. HEFCE itself has already provided leadership 
in this by being the first funder to explicitly link the evaluation of research outputs with open access 
to those outputs19.  Adopting a similar strategy in relation to assessment indicators will have the 
benefit of simultaneously driving a culture of openness and rigour within the research environment, 
while also facilitating the emergence and adoption of new - potentially unlooked for - metrics. 
 
HEFCE has the opportunity to create an environment in which a diverse range of useful and relevant 
metrics can be developed and supported. Such metrics should be based on publicly accessible and 
open data (except where personal privacy or safety would be compromised), be auditable, 
transparently aggregated and calculated and open to scholarly and public critique. Currently these 
characteristics are aspirations not realities. By setting a policy direction on what the requirements for 
useful metrics would be and working with stakeholders to enable a community owned environment 
where data and metrics can be collected, tested and critiqued, HEFCE will take a leadership position 
in enabling the use of appropriate metrics in the right circumstances as and when they meet those 
requirements. 
  
Supporting the public and open availability of the underlying data will enable innovation in the 
development of indicators beyond simple counts. An area that is already growing is the development 
of analyses that measure the influence of a given work within a particular network. In the area of 
citations this is exemplified by the Eigenfactor20. In social media analyses the concept of reach or 
page impressions can be more informative than simple counts. Within this network conception of the 
spread of knowledge and ideas it is also possible to use knowledge of the types of connections. Once 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18
!National!Information!Standards!Organization,!“NISO!Releases!Draft!Open!Access!and!Metadata!Indicators!

Recommended!Practice!for!Comments,”!accessed!January!20,!2014,!

http://www.niso.org/news/pr/view?item_key=a935910304850769889b5cbd73f54a0412d61e7e;!“Alternative!

Metrics!Initiative![!National!Information!Standards!Organization,”!NISO%Alternative%Assessment%Metrics%
(Altmetrics)%Project,!accessed!May!17,!2014,!http://www.niso.org/topics/tl/altmetrics_initiative/.!
19
!“HEFCE!Open!Access!in!the!Post[2014!Research!Excellence!Framework!CL,”!July!2014,!

http://www.hefce.ac.uk/pubs/year/2014/cl072014/#d.en.86764.!
20
!“Eigenfactor,”!accessed!June!30,!2014,!http://www.eigenfactor.org/.!
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again this is illustrated by citations in analyses that categorise citations into types by both function 
(citing an idea, data) and sentiment (agree or disagree)21. These much richer indicators will make it 
possible to track and understand the way that research outputs spread and influence activities ranging 
from further research to public discussion of policy. 

4.))Are)there)aspects)of)metrics)that)could)be)applied)to)research)from)different)disciplines?)

 
Pragmatically any assessment mode that is adopted by HEFCE for the REF will become a normative 
target for UK research institutions. Care is therefore needed in the adoption of any measurement 
system. It is unlikely that any simple proxy will be informative for assessing the large scale goals of 
communities, institutions, HEFCE or government. At the same time there are clearly normative values 
such as openness, reproducibility, economic impact and scholarly influence that we would wish to 
encourage across the research enterprise. 
 
These qualities can be assessed but not easily quantified (see also answer to A.5 below). Our focus 
should therefore be on enabling the collection of evidence to support that assessment and building an 
understanding of the expectations, practices and values of relevant communities of researchers and 
research users. This can not only provide the consistency of setting over-arching goals across the 
research enterprise but also enable the community to flexibly deploy evidence that demonstrates how 
those goals are being achieved by different routes.  

5.))What)are)the)implications)of)the)disciplinary)differences)in)practices)and)norms)of)research)

culture)for)the)use)of)metrics?)

 
A major concern advanced by AHSS scholars on the current set of ‘new’ metrics is that they appear 
focussed on the dissemination mechanisms favoured by STEM scholars and on directly grant funded 
research. It is often a concern of AHSS scholars that quantitative and data driven approaches depend 
on resources in which their scholarship is poorly represented (e.g. in relation to bibliometric data; 
question A.6 below) and that such approaches are not appropriate for disciplines focussed on the 
development of narratives as opposed to data collection and analysis. 
 
It is entirely appropriate that various research communities seek to articulate the value of their work in 
different ways. However any top down disciplinary analysis is likely to under represent the diversity 
of modes of expression and forms of impact within any given discipline. A comprehensive survey of 
the dissemination practices of disciplinary communities would be valuable but would entail 
substantial work. As stated above, the usefulness and relevance of any given evidence depends on the 
question being asked. If it is a goal of the Funding Councils  to encourage diversity in the UK 
research enterprise that drives a diverse range of pathways to impact then a diverse range of measures 
will be needed to understand that impact - this diversity is likely to be, or should be, as great within 
disciplines as between them.  
 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
21
!David!Shotton!et!al.,!“Adventures!in!Semantic!Publishing:!Exemplar!Semantic!Enhancements!of!a!Research!

Article,”!PLoS%Comput%Biol!5,!no.!4!(April!17,!2009),!doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000361;!David!Shotton,!
“Introducing!the!Semantic!Publishing!and!Referencing!(SPAR)!Ontologies,”!Open%Citations%and%Related%Work,!
October!14,!2010,!http://opencitations.wordpress.com/2010/10/14/introducing[the[semantic[publishing[and[

referencing[spar[ontologies/;!“SPAR”!“!Semantic!Publishing!and!Referencing,”!accessed!June!30,!2014,!

http://sempublishing.sourceforge.net/.!
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The current construction of REF panels, their population by senior established researchers and their 
ability to dictate the forms of research output to be assessed already creates risks that interdisciplinary 
and novel modes of research communication are discriminated against. The tactical choices of 
institutions on the inclusion of researchers in the current REF submission created significant 
controversy, based as it was on a view of how the panels would perceive work that did not easily fit 
the mould of a given Unit of Assessment.  
 
A disciplinary based selection of metrics, whether by HEFCE or the panels, might well exacerbate 
this risk. Providing the flexibility for institutions and scholars to provide appropriate evidence of the 
qualities of their work can be better supported by setting expectations of the requirements and 
standards for that evidence. Panels (or future disciplinary divisions) might reasonably take different 
views on those requirements based on the availability or quality of data across the discipline in 
question. 

6.))What)are)the)best)sources)for)bibliometric)data?)What)evidence)supports)the)reliability)of)

these)sources?)

 
There are no adequate sources of bibliometric data that are publicly accessible, useable, auditable and 
transparent. These characteristics are a critical component of any serious assessment of the quality of 
the data, the building of community trust in their use and application, and the development of 
scholarly approach to their further development and use. 
 
Firstly, most bibliometric data, and citation data, is not publicly available but proprietary.  Secondly, 
the data that are available are not in a state where they can be usefully combined or filtered. For 
example, bibliometric data about STEM articles from SCOPUS cannot easily be combined with 
information on the humanities from other databases. One initiative (‘JournalBase’22) that has 
compiled information at a journal level across WOS, Scopus, ERIH (European Index for the 
Humanities) and AERES (The French National Agency for Evaluation) shows that less than 10% of 
the 13,525 different journals listed in 2012 are common to the four databases. Any analysis will 
therefore vary substantially depending on the database used. An additional challenge is that 73% of 
the journals listed in JournalBase are in English. The influence of UK research within non-English 
journals cannot therefore be captured and this may represent a systematic bias against those 
disciplines with international impact (pers. commun. Christine Kosmopoulos and Denise Pumain). 
  
HEFCE should act to encourage the development of open and interoperable sources of bibliometric 
data with an initial focus on citations across the journal and scholarly monograph literature. Initiatives 
such as the Open Citation Corpus23 should be encouraged while reliance on citation information or 
metrics from proprietary sources should be reduced and ultimately eliminated. Reliance on data that 
cannot, by its nature be audited or critiqued is inconsistent with HEFCE and Government aspirations 
of a transparent assessment framework that is trusted by the research and wider communities.  

7.))What)evidence)supports)the)use)of)metrics)as)good)indicators)of)research)quality?)

 
Evaluating research depends on the context in which it is done, and the downstream impact being 
assessed (e.g. scholarly, social, cultural or economic). Even within one of these domains, impact or 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
22
!“JournalBase!V6.2,”!accessed!June!15,!2014,!http://journalbase.cnrs.fr/en/index.php.!

23
!“Home!|!JISC!Open!Citations,”!accessed!June!19,!2014,!http://opencitations.net/.!
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‘merit’ will vary. For example, a paper by Eyre-Walker and Stolezki demonstrated that the correlation 
between assessors ranking the ‘merit’ of the same paper as part of a scholarly grant panel is at best 
weakly correlated24.  For the purpose of their analysis they did not define what ‘merit’ is – just 
whatever it is that makes assessors rank a paper highly - and they argued that the lack of correlation 
means that assessors are unreliable. As discussed in an associated commentary25, “an alternative 
interpretation is that assessors are potentially reliable, but are assessing different things. The lack of 
correlation therefore is a signal that “merit” is not a single measurable quantity”.  
  
The point here is that any quantitative or qualitative metric, including citations and subjective 
assessments of merit (such as peer review), will be the result of multivariate factors each with an 
associated variance that may act in different and nonlinear combinations. Consequently, the 
usefulness of any metric for evaluation purposes will depend both on the context of the research 
output and the framework of the assessor. 
  
There is also a risk that metrics predefined as ‘good’ or ‘useful’ will become bound to specific 
research outputs, introduce bias into the research evaluation system and constrain researchers to work 
solely within a framework linked to the generation of predefined metrics. Simplistic and naive use of 
any quantitative indicator to create rankings will lead to perverse results. To reflect the diversity of 
influence and impact that research can and should have a diversity of indicators is required.  
!!

8.))Is)there)evidence)for)the)move)to)more)open)access)to)the)research)literature)to)enable)new)

metrics)to)be)used)or)enhance)the)usefulness)of)existing)metrics?!

Open Access to the literature permits the metrics associated with the article to be placed in the context 
of the papers but does not fundamentally enable or enhance their usefulness per se. It is not surprising 
however that the innovative publishers in this space also happen to be OA publishers; reuse is a key 
rationale for openness and article level metrics enable Open Access publishers to showcase different 
types of reuse. 
 
There is one advantage of open access in this context, which is that indicators derived from literature 
that is openly available can be more readily developed than those associated with proprietary content. 
PLOS also has an open API associated with its Article Level Metrics (ALM) program26 which has 
been used by a range of publishers (eLife, Copernicus, CoAction and across platforms such as Open 
Journal Systems27) and further facilitates their development. Cross publisher platforms, such as 
CrossRef, are now also in the process of applying this API28, which would make a subset of metrics 
available across the full range of industry players. It will be crucial that the data on ALMs facilitated 
by this program is also made openly available for analysis by the community. 
  
Funders such as HEFCE have an important role in ensuring that the data associated with metrics is 
made openly available, regardless of the provider, and that the infrastructure and systems to engage 
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the community in using metrics are created. It is also important that there are appropriate technical 
standards around the use of metrics, such as those being developed by the National Information 
Standards Organisation29. 

B.%%%%%How%should%metrics%be%used%in%research%assessment?%

1.))What)examples)are)there)of)the)use)of)metrics)in)research)assessment?)

 
There have been relatively few cases where new metrics have been applied to any formal research 
assessment in any context because the field is relatively new (see answer to question A.2) and because 
the current system where the journal rank or its impact factor is used as a metric of quality is so 
entrenched.  There is already substantial evidence that reliance on rank or impact factor has distorted 
research evaluation and caused perverse incentives for funders, publishers, scholarly societies, journal 
editors and researchers30.  For example, there is evidence that cash bonuses for publishing (by the 
Chinese government, for example) increased the number of submissions to Science by 46% but these 
did not translate to an increased number of publications. In fact, there was some indication that 
relatively fewer papers were accepted overall, representing a potential decrease in the influence of 
such papers31. In addition, there is evidence of a rise in citation cartels32 to boost the impact factor and 
influence of specific journals.  
  
Initiatives such as DORA33, which call on funders and institutions to assess the value of an article 
independently of the journal in which it is published, have deliberately set out to try and change the 
current culture of research assessment. HEFCE, in signing DORA and initiating the current 
consultation, has taken a leadership position in addressing these issues. 

2.))To)what)extent)is)it)possible)to)use)metrics)to)capture)the)quality)and)significance)of)research?)

 
This question is similar to A.7 but see also answers in response to questions A 2-5. Quality and 
significance are subjective measures of ‘merit’, which vary depending on context so without knowing 
the context of the research, researcher or research environment, or the ‘value’ being assessed, it is 
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impossible to answer the question. Moreover, extensive data on the research enterprise already exists 
that we are not yet taking advantage of it and there is currently no infrastructure to systematically 
collect the data at a scale that would help inform the answer.  
 
It is only over a longer term that the full value of research can be assessed. Automated systems to 
collect relevant data may provide a means to track the way outputs are performing in a range of 
different ways34. To take advantage of these data, a technical infrastructure is required that is open 
source and international. To make the data useful more broadly it must be structured, standardised and 
connected to external data sources. This data coordination will require substantial international 
collaboration. 
 
HEFCE has an opportunity to help put this infrastructure. The aim should not be to drive an 
instrumental approach to the system as a whole but to support the generation of evidence about the 
value of research over the short term and the long term. It is important therefore to draw on a diversity 
of metrics, acting in combination with other forms of assessment (such as peer evaluation both before 
and after publication) to determine how to assign ‘value’ to research outputs and researchers in 
different contexts. Those research outputs that have quality and significant will be those that are 
associated with a diversity of signals that provide evidence of their use and influence.  
 

3.))Are)there)disciplines)in)which)metrics)could)usefully)play)a)greater)or)lesser)role?)What)

evidence)is)there)to)support)or)refute)this?)

 
There are circumstances in which quantitative approaches might be more or less useful to different 
disciplines but, as noted in answer to questions A4 and A5 above, metrics are not discipline specific 
per se, but can be more relevant (or the data more complete) for particular forms of communication, 
interaction and re-use.  
  
For example, citation data are more complete for STEM subjects than for AHSS, in part due to the 
focus on citations from journals (as opposed to monographs) and in part due to poor coverage of 
AHSS journals by those indices. To provide an inverse example it seems likely that works of literary 
fiction are currently more influenced by research in history than in the sciences. However evidence of 
this form of economic impact of history research does not imply that history overall has a greater 
impact than sciences but that its impact through a specific measurable pathway is greater. 
 
Which metrics apply to different disciplines depends again on the context and what is being 
evaluated. As noted above, if metrics are applied to certain disciplines or sectors there is a risk of 
constraining the forms of research and experimentation taking place. There is already some evidence 
of a shift in publication practices in the UK humanities community from monographs to journal 
articles driven in part by the REF.   

4.))How)does)the)level)at)which)metrics)are)calculated)(nation,)institution,)research)unit,)journal,)

individual))impact)on)their)usefulness)and)robustness?)
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It should be obvious that assessment should be done with indicators aggregated at the level of the 
object of assessment. This has generally not been the case when journal level metrics have been used 
as proxies of article quality. This is true of both quantitative measures such as journal impact factor 
but also where some measure of journal prestige either explicit (as embodied in the list based 
approach of some Australian and Norwegian research assessment systems) or implicit (as has 
anecdotally been assumed by UK research managers to be the practice of REF panels).  
 
Journal metrics, such as the impact factor provide almost no information about the value of an 
individual article. Impact factors can also substantially over- or underestimate the value of papers 
within a certain discipline. For example, Postma35 studied the use of the Journal Impact Factor to 
predict the number of citations an article received within areas of evolution.  Papers within highly 
ranked multidisciplinary journals received less citations than predicted from the impact factor and 
those in more specialist journals received more. Similarly Brembs et al. have shown that for 
individual researchers that the JIF is a very poor predictor of the number of citations each of their 
papers receives36. 
  
The REF in its most recent form explicitly bases its assessment on the best four outputs that a scholar 
has produced in the assessment period. If this continues to be the case in future iterations it is clear 
that any metrics that are applied to this process must provide information that is relevant to the 
assessment of those outputs. Any other approach would be statistically illiterate37. 
 
It can be argued that as the REF ultimately aggregates its assessment the Unit of Assessment level that 
the aggregation of metrics at that level is appropriate (e.g. a departmental H-index38). Aggregation can 
reduce the prevalence of systematic errors and the effect of inherent variance but can also introduce 
bias39. Aggregation also reduces information content. For example the H-index can be helpful in 
identifying specific outstanding individuals but on average simply correlates with academic age and 
therefore favours senior researchers (and presumably) older departments. In other cases aggregation is 
a proprietary process and the underlying algorithm is unknown (e.g. altmetric.com40). 
 
The recent whitepaper from NISO stresses that different stakeholders will favour different groupings 
and aggregations and that authors, for example, might want the opportunity to create a different 
portfolio of metrics (e.g. via ORCID) than would funders41. HEFCE can support the ability of 
stakeholders in creating appropriate portfolios by leading and engaging with the community seeking 
to create accessible and open data sources, describing requirements and requiring the application of 
agreed standards. 
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C.%‘Gaming’%and%strategic%use%of%metrics:%

1.))What)evidence)exists)around)the)strategic)behaviour)of)researchers,)research)managers)and)

publishers)responding)to)specific)metrics?)

 
There is a great deal of concern around the potential for gaming metrics within the research 
community although the extent to which it already exists is unclear42. There is already extensive 
gaming of existing metrics such as citations and the Journal Impact Factor and it is likely that any 
single metric involved in assigning value to a research output or funds to a researcher or institution 
will be vulnerable. In addition to altmetric.com, Plum Analytics43 and ImpactStory44, there are an 
increasing number of services for researchers, publishers and institutions, such as TrendMD45 and 
Kudos46, aimed explicitly at amplifying or increasing the impact of research, which includes the 
promotion of altmetrics. 
  
It is currently unclear what differentiates legitimate promotion from gaming and there are as yet no 
best practices for detecting gaming although some data providers, such as PLOS, have instituted a 
process for investigating and resolving data irregularities on their site47. A further advantage of 
stressing the importance of using a diversity of data supporting a range of relevant metrics is that the 
signals of gaming are more easily detected across a range of measures. For instance a rapid increase in 
download counts that is not associated with increases in scholarly bookmarks, social media activity or 
new citations is a strong signal of gaming behaviour. 

2.))Has)strategic)behaviour)invalidated)the)use)of)metrics)and/or)led)to)unacceptable)effects?)

 
Unlike the journal Impact Factor, it is too early to answer this question in relation to metrics. The 
recent NISO whitepaper stresses the need to understand the factors that make a metric more or less 
vulnerable to gaming (such as whether linking to a source that is openly available reduces the 
propensity for gaming) and the requirement for more research into data quality48. There is evidence of 
attempts to game download counts that has been described by both the Social Sciences Research 
Network and PLOS49. Of course these are the examples that have been caught. Attempts that have not 
been detected are by their nature unknown. On at least one occasion, PLOS usage metrics were tested 
for our ability to detect gaming by a third party without our knowledge. The attempt was detected and 
this may suggest a regime for continuous validation of such detection mechanisms.  
  
Transparency and openness is likely to be key to reduce gaming and obtaining the trust of funders, 
institutions and researchers. One reason that the impact factor can be gamed is that the data 
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underlying its measurement are not openly available to scrutiny50. The NISO whitepaper lists potential 
recommendations to improve data quality that include “making all altmetrics data openly available via 
a standardized API and/or download, a centralized altmetrics data clearinghouse, and audits for 
altmetrics data, in addition to normalizing the data across different data providers51. Cross publisher 
organisations such as CrossRef are now also applying PLOS’s ALM code, which will enable 
consistent means of accessing a core set of indicators across articles from multiple publishers52.  

3.))What)are)the)risks)that)some)groups)within)the)academic)community)might)be)

disproportionately)disadvantaged)by)the)use)of)metrics)for)research)assessment)and)

management?)

 
The risk that some groups will be disadvantaged by the use of metrics depends on how they are 
collected, aggregated and applied. There is a perception that current metrics such as the impact factor 
and citation data already place AHSS at a disadvantage compared with STEM. As noted above a 
focus on utilising appropriate evidence in context for specific decisions reduces the risk that data 
availability itself will lead to bias. 
 
There is also a substantial potential to use new data to challenge existing structural bias against under-
represented groups within the academic system. There is substantial evidence of structural bias within 
the peer evaluation system. It is known that unconscious and structural bias can be combated by 
priming evaluators with evidence of the existence of bias and with less subjective information. 
Metrics have an enormous potential to contribute to this by challenging initial assumptions and ‘gut 
feeling’ about the qualities of specific research outputs.  
 
However, metrics may also reflect structural bias and contribute to them. As Juan Pablo Alperin has 
noted53, if new metrics are developed in a European and North American context they will reflect our 
existing structural biases and likely discriminate in practice against work arising in the global south 
and transitional countries. There are initiatives to combat this. For example the Public Knowledge 
Project54 is working with the PLOS’ ALM application55 to provide a free Article Level Metrics 
service to journals being run and hosted in developing countries. 
 
Similarly, it has been established that the work of women is systematically referred to with differently 
terminology and unconsciously regarded as being of lower quality or importance than that of men 
even in experiments where identical outputs were presented56. It would be highly surprising if this 
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bias was not reflected to some extent in existing patterns of citation (e.g.57). Such bias does not 
remove the utility of using citations to provide evidence that the value of a specific output should be 
reconsidered but it does emphasise the need to use such evidence in the context of other data and with 
an awareness of the structural biases in our systems.  
!!

4.))What)can)be)done)to)minimise)‘gaming’)and)ensure)the)use)of)metrics)is)as)objective)and)fitPforP

purpose)as)possible?)

!

Answers are within the previous three questions. To summarise: data should be accessible and openly 
useable (except where privacy or safety concerns are raised); their collection and aggregation should 
be transparent and based on agreed standards where possible; it may be appropriate to consider 
challenge systems to test gaming detection; data must be used in context and with a knowledge of 
potential structural biases in the processes which generate the data. 
  

Would)you)be)interested)in)participating)in)a)workshop/event)to)discuss)the)use)of)metrics)in)

research)assessment)and)management?)

 
Yes, we would be interested. 
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